Berklee to Go.

Take your music career further. Learn about the future of the music industry. Discover how to set up a recording studio for that perfect sound. Strengthen your performance chops. You’ll find all the tools you need with books and DVDs from Berklee Press.

Jazz Improvisation for Guitar
by Garrison Fewell
Explore the relationship between jazz harmony and improvisation by studying the vertical structures of chords and their function in a progression.

Funk/R&B Guitar
by Thaddeus Hogarth
Play in the style of Kool and the Gang, Prince, James Brown, Jimi Hendrix, Curtis Mayfield, Soulise, and other great artists with these hands-on exercises, licks, and technical discussions.

The Practical Jazz Guitarist
by Mark White
A field guide to the essential tools and skills of jazz guitar. The CD provides demonstrations of the key technical concepts and play-along tracks.

Creative Chordal Harmony for Guitar
by Nick Goodrick & Tim Miller
This inventive approach to imagining and organizing notes will expand your concept of guitar harmony. The recording includes examples and play-along tracks.

A Modern Method for Classical Guitar – Volume 1
by William Leavitt
This value pack includes Volume 1 of this practical method PLUS a DVD-ROM featuring 14 complete lessons with Larry Baione.

The Contemporary Piano Technique
by Stephanie Terran
Through written directions and video examples, you will see exactly how to move your fingers, wrists, arms, feet, and breath to achieve maximum expressive effect and technical facility.

Contemporary Piano Technique
by Thomas E. Rudolph
Designed for both novice and experienced users, this is your definitive resource to fully understand and apply all of Finale’s tailoring features.

Berklee Jazz Keyboard Harmony
by Suzanne Davis
Learn to use chords effectively in isolation. This collection of techniques and exercises will help you improve all aspects of using your voice – from healthy sound production to exercises for greater vocal facility.

Chord-Scale Improvisation for Keyboard
by Ross Ramsay
Explore some of the many possible scale choices that can be used with chords and chord progressions. The CD features demo and play-along tracks.

Vocal Improvisation
by John Ziegler
Regardless of your level, these exercises and games will give you technical knowledge and confidence to improvise expressively and effectively, within a singing group or as a soloist.

Drum Studies
by Dave Vose
These studies provide comprehensive insight and practice into many different aspects of drumming. Master a broad range of techniques and integrate them into your playing to achieve greater depth and precision.

Funk Bass Fills
by Anthony Vitti
Go beyond the basics and incorporate figures into your lines that are natural to the groove, and applicable to many styles. The play-along recordings let you hear the fills in context, then practice them.

The Contemporary Singing Voice
by Jeanne Gagne
This collection of technical discussions, exercises, and insights will help you improve all aspects of using your voice – from healthy sound production to exercises for greater vocal facility.

You Singing Voice
by Bob Nieder
Use this guided tour for improved vocal workouts and additional topics, including performance anxiety and healthy singing.

Saxophone Sound Effects
by Ueli Dörig
Explore the fundamental techniques and applicable to many different inventive uses. The CD provides hands-on exercises, licks, and technical discussions.

Understanding Audio
by Daniel M. Thompson
Explores the fundamentals of audio and acoustics that impact every stage of the music-making process.

Beyond Bluegrass Mandolin
by Suzanne Davis
This inventive approach to imagining and organizing notes will expand your concept of guitar harmony. The recording includes examples and play-along tracks.

Music Composition for Film and Television
by Lalo Schifrin
Learn film-scoring techniques from one of the great composers of our time. Lalo Schifrin shares his insights into the intimate relationship between music and drama.

Complete Guide to Film Scoring – 2nd Edition
by Richard Davis
Learn the art and business of film scoring, including the film-making process, preparing and recording a finished score, publishing, royalties, copyrights, and more.

Music Marketing
by Mike King
Learn the most effective strategies out there, leveraging the changes and opportunities that the digital age has brought to music marketing. This multi-faceted approach will help you to develop an effective worldwide marketing plan.

Take your music career further. Learn about the future of the music industry. Discover how to set up a recording studio for that perfect sound. Strengthen your performance chops. You’ll find all the tools you need with books and DVDs from Berklee Press.